MAY RAFFLE BLOCK
BRIGHT AND MAGIC CIRCLE

We hope you enjoy making this block in bright, cheery colors for spring or perhaps for a baby quilt if the winner so chooses. Enjoy the process...

Cutting instructions –
Bright Color –
4 – 2” squares
2 – 2 x 3 ½” rectangles

Off-White –
2 – 2” squares
2 – 3 ½” squares

Sewing --
Place bright fabric square onto a large off-white square and sew diagonally as shown. Trim away the excess color triangle, leaving only a seam allowance. Press triangle to the corner. Make 2.

Sew a bright color square to a square. Press toward color. Make

Sew these two squares to a bright upper right. Press toward color.

Lay out your partial blocks as and joining with the other 2, pieces meet in the middle.

Finished block should measure 6 ½” unfinished.

This is the result when 4 blocks are combined! (don't you want to win to have this result?)

A secondary design forms when joining sections together.

As usual, a suggestion for Extra Credit –
Make more with the personal set of fabric/colors of your choice for a sampler quilt to keep or perhaps for a Community Quilt. Feel free to do more than one of each block, skip some months or what works for you. Our collections are looking great. Next month we'll show a sample layout using one of each month’s blocks.

Raffle Block team – The 3 Ms – Sue McGuire (482-3075), Jeanette Mann (372-3216) & Carolyn McCray (372-4875). Call us if you have questions.